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Book is in basically three parts
how to design your course before it starts
remembering that your students are humans 
how to keep those humans in your course

I'm going to go through each chapter quickly, highlighting the MAIN TIPS -- you can 
find these towards the end of each chapter but I've curated them

If at any point you have suggestions or questions, put them in the chat or raise your 
hand and I'll keep an eye on those
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The first chapter: macro course design
KEEP IN MIND: YOU DON'T HAVE TO DO ALL THESE THINGS! THEY ARE MERELY 
SUGGESTIONS! FOR INSTANCE:

Tip 1: Consider having students try something related to, or talk about, the END of 
the course at the very BEGINNING of it. Could be a response just to you about the 
final project, or a low-stake quiz that looks a little like the final, or something

Tip 2: the most important thing. Constantly signal to your students WHY they are 
doing whatever they're doing. You do this a lot in the classroom; without it, you must 
be intentional

Tip 3: get organized about checking in. The weekly plan was my saving grace and 
allowed me to send weekly reminders that they should check in with any concerns. 
More durable than an email
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Chapter two: engagement

Tip one: break down your assignments! Give them checklists. Give them small tasks 
that are a few points a piece. If you usually run a course that is readings then one 
final paper, RETHINK THIS 

Tip two: conditional release. Use at your minor peril.

Tip three: the general Q/A. Can take many forms. Remind your students to use it.

Tip four: discussion highlights. Archive these! Note the discussion abuse warning. Lots 
of students complained to me last sem that they had to do 7 discussions a week. 
That's too many. I'll get to that in a minute.
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Chapter three: the tech itself

Tip one: LESS IS MORE. Breathe!

Tip two: make a few practice vids now, get comfy with it

Tip three: gack existing content 

Tip four: choose a "suite" and stick to it. Mine is 3.5: Canvas/Slack/Zoom trifecta, with 
Docs as signup software. Docs might become more important in the future, but I am 
not adding anything more. Assume your students can use Canvas and Zoom. ONLY 
REQUIRE ONE OR TWO NEW THINGS. NO MORE.
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Chapter Four: the most important chapter

If you read one chapter front to back, this one should be it

Tip one: intro videos. YOU DO ONE TOO

Tip two: LESS IS MORE, AGAIN. You will have to sacrifice content if you want 
connection. Turn it into a mantra. 

Tip three: discussion forums?? Vs. reading responses. Do not have them do more 
than one of these per week. Sorry. Find other ways to discuss the reading.

Quick discuss: how did you signal presence to students? How do you plan on doing it 
in the fall?
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Chapter Five: feedback time

This is how you establish your presence and trust throughout the semester. You will 
have to do it a lot. 

Tip one: again, frequent low-stakes stuff. Break down your assignments. 

Tip two: for your own sanity, don't have stuff for different classes due on the same 
day

Tip three: when to use SYNCHRONOUS meetings? For individual or very small group 
feedback! Again, SACRIFICE CONTENT FOR THIS. Do not heap it atop the course. 
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Chapter Six: keep track of yr students

Tip one: figure out a nudge template/schedule/routine ahead of time

Tip two: goals contract (beginning of semester activity)

Tip three: mastery quizzes. Sometimes conjoined with conditional release modules. 
Infinite tries IMPORTANT. (Either they get 100% or 0%)

Tip four: are we sensing a trend? FREQUENT LOW-STAKES ASSIGNMENTS WITH 
ACTUAL FEEDBACK FROM YOU 
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Chapter Seven: Autonomy

Tip one: give students choices! Do not be rigid about this kind of stuff!

Tip two: feedback from you is good, but you'll burn out if you have too many 

students. TOPIC GROUPS can help; feedback then comes from within that group 

(most useful for large classes)

Tip three: specs grading? (See all or nothing quiz)

Tip four: collective syllabus annotating -- again, reflexivity key here. WHY ARE WE 

DOING XYZ; be prepared to actually respond to student suggestions/concerns at the 

level of the syllabus!
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Chapter Eight: It's about them
The following can all be made into low-stakes assignments:

1. Check what they already know (beginning activity)

2. Course concept map (keep somewhere, return to periodically)

3. Student curation (keep somewhere that isn't Canvas; they can't edit Canvas pages)

4. Personal learning network -- running journal
Introduce concept of EMERGENCY LEARNING
Your example: on a research day, record all the information you sought and how you 
sought it. Google? Library? Emailing someone? Etc. 
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Chapter Nine: developing as an instructor
You should in fact start here, now

Tip one: if you can, take an online course (I did and realized how tempting it is to do 
other shit on your computer)

Tip two: do not reinvent the wheel

Tip three: SERIOUSLY, KEEP IT SIMPLE

Tip four: design your courses while following the SUNY rubric!
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Some extra stuff: consider a student survey before the semester starts (but make it 
optional) to get an idea of what problems you might run into or what tech might not 
work

Accessibility: I have had students who cannot easily type. I let them record audio 
responses. OCR is necessary for screen readers. 

Breakout groups: groups of 5 or 6, discuss which tips stuck out to you as being 
something you could see working in your courses/disciplines
Someone be the SUMMARIZER! 
Quick reports back
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